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Abstract: United States of America entered into the advance agricultural practices since 
1930. Continuous evolution of agricultural technologies has been witnessed to maximize 
the production. Efficient production of crop requires effective estimation of yield. Various 
data-driven models are therefore used to predict the yield. These models rely highly on the 
retrospective analysis of data. Choosing the right parameters for yield prediction is an 
essential exercise. This paper evaluates the effective techniques of choosing the right 
parameters from the data set, finding the correlation between the individual parameters, 
group of parameters and classifying these parameters which makes an impact on the final 
yield production. Linear and Nonlinear regression modeling techniques were used for this 
classification. The selected attributes are then given as an input to an Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) to test its prediction capability. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), is used 
as comparison measure. A MatLab program is designed to train and test the models. A 
dimension reduction approach based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) gives the 
best model with minimum RMSE. The crop chosen for our analysis is Corn from the state 
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Crop yield Prediction is important for agricultural planning and resource distribution decision 
making [10]. Crop yield is mostly affected by two factors, human decision making and climatic 
conditions. To make predictions based on these two factors, several variables are involved using 
which prediction becomes difficult. The most commonly followed procedure to guess the yield is 
based on the previous year’s performance, which is good for guess but is highly susceptible to error 
and miss judgement. Thus more efficient models were developed, in order to help reduce the error. 
Out of all models, Crop growth and Data-driven models are the most widely used models. Crop 
growth model uses site specified experimental data, regional calibration and plot-level 
observations. This method is robust and considered as very efficient, however it is used for very 
specific crops and are extremely time consuming [11].  Data-driven models work on the high level 
information and without the knowledge of actual mechanism which produce the data [12]. Previous 





Data-driven models are broadly classified as Statistical and Data-mining models. Statistical models 
use parametric structures tuned with sum-of-square residue [12]. Most of the data mining models 
apply machine learning techniques and nonparametric structure [12]. Machine learning helps in 
finding the nonlinear model for the large set of data which is used to train the model. Part of the 
data-set (which is most recent) is reserved for validating the model, which is not used in the training 
process. Most widely used machine learning techniques include Regression trees [14] and Artificial 
Neural Network. From the past studies and its application into various other sectors, Artificial 
Neural Network has turned out to be a most promising model, obtaining very good results. 
However, in order to perform well, it is far more important to select the most appropriate input 
variables from the large data set. 
Prominence of Artificial Neural Network 
An extensive and successful application of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been observed in 
the past to broad spectrum of data-intensive problems such as in Finance, Health care, Science, 
Energy, Agriculture, Water resource [1], etc. However in order to have accuracy in the prediction, 
the most important step involved in ANN is the identification and selection of right input variables 
[2]. If any of the influential input variable is not included in the model then the performance of the 
model will be compromised. If any unwanted input variable is included, computational efficiency 
will be decreased and calibration becomes difficult [3]. This makes model validation problematic. 
Our case study focuses on the agricultural data analysis and appropriate input variable selection for 
ANN model to receive highest possible prediction index. 
Significance of the Problem 
In this study our primary focus is the selection of the most relevant variables from the given data 
set for Artificial Neural Network model, so that we can achieve the highest possible prediction 
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indexes i.e. to reduce the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and increase the Regression (R-square). For 
this experiment we will use data for Corn from the state of Texas. Texas is among the states, that 
have massive land with varying soil types but still is one of the lowest contributors of overall corn 
growth in USA. It contributes only 1.83% to the total corn production in USA [15]. Good predictive 
system could help farmers as an early warning system so that they can take preventive actions in 
timely manner and increase the productivity. The soil conditions in Texas are relatively different 
compared to other states. Texas alone has around 1300 different kinds of soil types recognized. 
Weather conditions in Texas vary widely from arid in the west to humid in the east [16]. Prediction 
with such a diverse climatic conditions might give out some more correlations between climatic 
parameter and yield. 
SST Software is the primary source of all the data set received for this experiment. SST Software 
deals largely with the structuring and mining spatial data for the agricultural industry. They are one 
of the most interested parties in exploring the area of crop yield prediction more accurately. This 






REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
A considerable amount of work has been done in input selection techniques and crop yield 
prediction using various methodologies. Autoregressive state-space models, least-square 
regression, exponential-linear crop growth algorithm and numerical crop yield model have been 
used to predict crop yield with moderate success. Some amount of work is also done using Artificial 
Neural Networks and results from those experiments have shown significant improvement in 
prediction compared to other methodologies/models. 
Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a computational tool, based on the properties of biological 
neural system [18]. Interrelationships of the correlated variables or input parameters can be 
symbolically represented using Nodes in this model (also known as Neurons in biological term) 
[17].  The nodes are basically classified into three categories: Input Nodes, Hidden Nodes and 
Output Nodes.  The Input Nodes accept the input variables given to the model. Each node represent 
single input variable to the model. All the input nodes belong to the Input layer of the model. Output 
Node(s) are the ones, which emits the predicted value after the computation. There can be more 
than one output node. The layer containing the output nodes is called as Output Layer. The hidden 
node plays the most important role in computation.  A node in the hidden layer is also termed as 
Perceptron. Perceptrons are the algorithms, which are used to transform input
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value into a desired output. Along with the input a certain weightage is applied to each perceptron 
and it is adjusted to reach close to desired output value.  Each node in the network is connected to 
every node in the next layer. Data flow across the layers over the weighted connections [17]. Figure 
1 shows the unidirectional Neural network also known as Feed Forward Neural Network. [19] 
 
Figure 1. Unidirectional/Feed Forward Neural Network 
A node accepts data from the previous layer and calculates a weighted sum of all its inputs, t: [17] 




Where n is the number of inputs, w is the weight of the connection between node i and j, and x is 
the input from node j. A transfer function is then applied to the weighted value, ti to calculate the 
node output, oi: [17] 
𝑜𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑡𝑖) 
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The number of nodes in the hidden layer depends on the type of problem one is dealing with, also 
with the number of input and output nodes. Too many hidden nodes may cause the ANN to over-
train, resulting in the poor prediction by memorizing all of the training data [20]. Learning rate 
decides the magnitude of change required in the weightage during the series of iteration to bring 
the predicted value within the acceptable range [17]. The error rate is the acceptable error in the 
network. Errors beyond error rate need to be rectified by adjusting weightages. Once the network 
converges, an approximate function is developed and utilized for further prediction [21]. After the 
model is trained it is then tested with separate data set for its accuracy. 
Related Experiments 
One of the experiments performed to predict the Corn and Soybean yield prediction for Maryland, 
indicates the significant improvement in the prediction result using ANN than Regression Models. 
ANN model for corn in Maryland resulted in r2 and RMSEs of 0.77 and 1036 as compared to 0.42 
and 1356 for linear regression, respectively. Similarly, ANN model for soybean in Maryland 
resulted in r2 and RMSEs of 0.81 and 214 as compared to 0.46 and 312 for linear regression, 
respectively [17]. Similar experiment performed for rice yield prediction in the mountainous 
regions Fujian of China also shows similar trend. The ANN model for rice yield prediction in this 
region resulted in r2 and RMSEs of 0.67 and 891 as compared to 0.52 and 1977 for linear regression, 
respectively [23]. 
Input selection Techniques 
Since the input variables have significant impact on the output variable, it is absolutely necessary 
to find out a suitable and effective technique for variable selection. Review of current literature 
shows that several studies use ad-hoc approaches for variable selection [4]. Some of the quantitative 
approaches used in variable selection in the area of water resource modeling are sensitivity analysis 
[5], the Gamma test [6], partial mutual information [7], hybrid independent component analysis 
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and input variable selection filter [8], and cross-correlation analysis [9]. One of the experiment [2] 
performed for input variable selection shows Partial mutual information (PMI) is one of the most 
promising approach for the selection of the inputs. This experiment was carried out on environment 
and water resource modeling. 
Regression Tree is another technique used to classify and select the appropriate input variables. 
When data has lot of features and parameters and they interact in a much more complicated and 
nonlinear way, linear models are inefficient for prediction. Other way of solving this problem is to 
break the data set into subsets and then further divide the subsets into new subsets. This is called 
recursive portioning. This process is performed until we get the chunk of data set so tame that they 
can be fit into a simple model. A tree of node ids are formed for this representation. The top most 
node is the root node with no incoming edges. All other nodes have exactly one incoming edge 
[12]. The nodes which do not have outgoing edges are the leaf nodes which has the smallest set of 
input variables, either grouped with other variables or an individual variable. Each leaf is one class 
that represents the most appropriate target value. The target value and the class values can be a 
range of values assigned to that particular node. The widely used algorithms to build regression 
trees are CART, M5 and M5’ [22]. 
Iterative stepwise selection is another approach of input variable selection [24]. This methodology 
can be applied to both linear as well as nonlinear models.  Whichever model is chosen, each 
independent variable is first checked for its significance with the dependent variable. The variable 
with highest significance with respect to the dependent variable is selected and clubbed with the 
second highest significant variable. These two are then together modeled and checked if the relation 
between them increases the impact on output significantly. If yes, then the two are selected and 
move to the selection of other attribute. If no, then the variable is discarded and another variable is 
checked in combination with it. This processes is repeated until all combinations of variables are 
checked. This process is effective but long lasting and very much time consuming.  
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Looking at the application of methodologies and techniques applied so far, we find that each 
technique has its own benefits and drawbacks. For our experimentation, rather than applying one 
particular approach, we will club two approaches together. First we will eliminate variables based 
on the expert’s advice then we will classify them and then we will apply the iterative stepwise 









From the experiments performed in the past, we inferred that one single method or technique is not 
sufficient for appropriate selection of the input variables. Some effective techniques take longer 
time in the selection process and some, which take shorter time, are not so effective. Therefore for 
this study we will adopt a combination of three techniques. First we will filter out the variables 
from the whole data set based on expert advice, then eliminate variables which are in non-numeric 
format and then we eliminate variables which have no relevance with the output variable. In the 
second step, the variables which are obtained after first step will be classified into groups. Then 
iterative stepwise technique will be applied for the final selection of variables. These variables will 
then be given as an input to the neural network in Matlab to find out Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) and Regression (R-square) which will tell us the accuracy in prediction. These steps are 
elaborated in the following sections. 
Data Description 
The data for this experiment is provided by SST software. After the discussion with the domain 
level experts and reading through all the elements, the variables listed in Table 1 are taken into 
consideration for the experiment. The data provided in Table 1 are on per sub field level. For 
example, if a single field is divided into 4 sub fields, then the data provided is for all the 4 sub fields 
uniquely based on the soil type and properties. 
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Table 1. Input variables and description 
Attribute Name Description 
Hectares Area of land in hectors 
Total Mass Total corn production on this land in Kg. 
Minimum Yield Minimum yield on this land in kg/ha. 
Average Yield Average corn yield per hector in Kg. 
Maximum Yield Max yield produced on that field. 
Crop Year Year in which the corn sowed. 
Hybrid Id Id of the variety of the corn seed. 
Hybrid Name Name of the variety of the corn. 
Relative Maturity Recommended duration of crop maturity. 
Available water 0 to 25 CM Ground water availability between the depth of 0 to 25 CM. 
Available water 0 to 100 CM Ground water availability between the depth of 0 to 100 
CM. 
Slope Ground slope on the field. 
Sand Percentage of sand in the soil. 
Silt Percentage of silt in the soil. 
Clay Percentage of clay in the soil. 
Organic Matter Percentage of organic matter in the soil. 
CEC7 Percentage of Cat ion Exchange Capacity. 
Latitude Centroid latitude location of the whole field. 
Longitude Centroid longitude location of the whole field. 
Component Percentage content of major soil type. 
Rainfall Daily rainfall from year 2011 to 2014. 
Temperature Daily temperature from year 2011 to 2014. 
 
Elimination of Irrelevant attributes  
In this step, first we eliminate attributes which are non-numeric. Next we remove the variables 
which have identical properties/values but measured in different format/units. For example, yield 
is measured in Kg as well as bushels. We choose to experiment with more standard measuring unit, 
that’s why we choose all the yield variables in kg.  
For this experiment, we will use the idea of predicting average yield in kg/ha. Therefore of the 
given yield variables only one is required i.e. “Average yield”. We therefore discard other yield 
variables which includes “Total Mass”, “Minimum Yield”, and “Maximum Yield”.  Crop Year is 
another attribute which is not relevant in direct prediction, however we will refer to it for 
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segregation of data throughout our experiment. We also exclude the field size i.e. variable 
“Hectares” since total field are is not of our concern as we are predicting corn yield in kg/ha.  
On observing the values of Hybrid Id and Relative Maturity it is found that they are related to each 
other and are used to recommend duration for a crop to mature. It has no connection to the final 
corn yield production. All they specify is, for a given hybrid id how many days are recommended 
for a crop to be on the field. Therefore these two attributes are eliminated from further consideration 
in the experiment. 
Latitude and Longitude variables are again have no impact on the yield prediction, however they 
will be referred in this experiment for the purpose of identifying the field and its associated records. 
Classification of Variables 
After the initial elimination of attributes, the variables used for classification are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. Variables for classification 
Attributes Description 
Latitude Centroid latitude location of the whole field. 
Longitude Centroid longitude location of the whole field. 
Average yield  Average corn yield per hector in Kg. 
Available water 0 to 25 CM Ground water availability between the depth of 0 to 25 CM. 
Available water 0 to 100 CM Ground water availability between the depth of 0 to 100 CM. 
Slope Ground slope on the field. 
Component Percentage content of major soil type. 
Sand Percentage of sand in the soil. 
Silt Percentage of silt in the soil. 
Clay Percentage of clay in the soil. 
Organic Matter Percentage of organic matter in the soil. 
CEC7 Percentage of Cat ion Exchange Capacity. 
Rainfall Average annual rainfall. 
Temperature Average annual temperature. 
 
As per Monisha Kaul, Robert L. Hill, Charles Walthall [17] water availability is crucial factor for 
corn growth. Sadras and Calvino (2001) [25] determined that 90% of soybean and 76% of corn 
yield variation were linked to water deficits. Rainfall was deemed to be primarily responsible for 
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yield variability within a region [1].  Soil water holding capacity and land capability class are 
important factors in the yield prediction. Environmental factors, such as climatic information, in 
addition to multiple soil properties related to crop rooting depth and water availability, are 
significant factors for crop yield models [26] [27]. Based on these conclusions, we can broadly 
infer that there are three important factors which are responsible for crop growth and those are Land 
characteristics, Soil Properties, and Weather.  
Now this new set of variables can further be classified into these three categories. By going through 
each variable and asking the question “Which class it belongs to?” we can segregate our input 
variables as below: 
1. Soil Properties: 









3. Land Characteristics: 
i. Available water 0 to 100 CM 





Stepwise Iteration  
In this step each independent variable is first checked for its significance with the dependent 
variable. The variable with highest Regression (R-square) and lowest RMSE, with respect to the 
dependent variable, is selected and clubbed with the second highest R-square and lowest RMSE 
variable. These two are then together modeled and checked if the relation between them increases 
the impact on output significantly. If yes, then the two are selected and then moved to the selection 
of other attributes. If no, then the variable is discarded and another variable is check in combination 
with it. This processes is repeated until we have checked combinations with all the variables. We 
perform this experiment with nonlinear regression using Neural Network Toolbox in Matlab. 
We apply this process on each class separately. Once we have a subset from each class those will 
be our final input variables to be given as an input to an Artificial Neural Network. 
Principal Component Analysis 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well-established dimension reduction technique 
commonly used to eliminate unwanted or redundant input variables keeping the structure of the 
data intact. PCA reduces the dimensionality of a data set having large number of variables [28]. 
The reduced set of data is called as a principal components. Principal Components are ordered so 
that the first variable represents most of the variations in the original variables [28]. Below are the 
steps to compute PC [28]: 
i. Let X denotes a set of raw scores of size N. Then the average of X is defined as avg(X)= 
(∑X)/N 
ii. The deviation from mean is defined as Xd = x – avg(X) where x 𝜖 X.  
iii. The correlation between two variables X and Y is given by  
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iv. The correlation matrix of n variables is defined as an n x n symmetric matrix R whose 
diagonal elements are 1 and the (i, j) th entry is the correlation between ith and jth 





v. If A is a n x n  symmetric matrix, then the real number λ is called eigenvalue of A if 
and only if there is a non-zero vector V in Rn for which AV = λV. Any such vector is 
called eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue λ. 
vi. The first PC is the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue. 
To calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector we use matlab function princomp(I) which gives us 
eigenvectors for each eigenvalue. The first PC gives the order of the most significant variables 
based on vector values. Let n be the total number of initial variables, “w1i” be the weightage of the 
ith variable in 1st PC, “w2i” be the weightage of the ith variable in 2nd PC and so on and “vi” be the 
ith variable. Then the first dimension V1 can then be calculated as 
V1 = w11*v1 + w12*v2 + w13*v3 + …………. + w1n*vn …………………………….............. (1) 
Similarly second dimension V2 can be calculate as 
V2 = w21*v1 + w22*v2 + w23*v3 + …………. + w2n*vn ……………………………………… (2) 
We consider dimensions which shows input variables variance up to 98-99%. In this experiment 
we considered up to dimension V10, the reason for which is elaborated in chapter IV (FINDINGS). 
These reduced dimensions are then given as an input to Neural Network to verify its accuracy and 










which is interpreted as the explanation of variance provided by the first i eigenvectors. Usually it 
is represented as percentages and 99% is considered an acceptable number.  This is the cutoff we 
used for feature eigenvector selection. 
Input Normalization 
All inputs to ANN training and PCA analysis are normalized using MatLab function ‘mapminmax’ 
to the interval [0, 1]. The formula implemented by the function is: y = (ymax-ymin)*(x-
xmin)/(xmax-xmin) + ymin; where y represents the normalized value, x the input value. The max 
and min represent the highest and lowest values among x and y. The mapminmax function allows 
us to specify the range of y as an argument to it. Furthermore, no assumptions on the distribution 
of data is necessary and examination of our dataset did not produce any outliers. 
Output Renormalization 
Output is always renormalized by the MatLab Neural network tool box itself. The function used 
for renormalization is also mapminmax. Following example code based on MatLab documentation 
illustrate the process (http://www.mathworks.com/help/nnet/ref/mapminmax.html): 
[y, PS] = mapminmax(x, ymin, ymax); 
x_again = mapminmax('reverse', y, PS);  
PS is a structure that keeps the transformation information such as the max and min of x. 
Neural Network Analysis 
Neural Network Toolbox in Matlab is used for both input selection iterative method and final yield 
prediction. We use ANN feed forward back propagation model as implemented in MatLab. All 




Description of ANN 
The general architecture of the ANN is shown in Figure 2. MatLab documentation recommends 
the default as better when choices are available. So for the work reported in this thesis, we always 
considered the default given by the Neural Net Toolbox. Following are the specifics: 
1) The total number of neurons in the hidden layer are ten. (This choice was made since it is 
the default in MatLab and used by research reported in the literature). Input layer depends 
on the number of input variables and the out layer consists of only one node. 
2)  There are three transfer functions provided by Neural Network toolbox which are, 
TANSIG (tangent sigmoid transfer function), PURELIN (linear transfer function) and 
LOGSIG (log-sigmoid transfer function). The most widely used of them all is TANSIG. 
So for our experiment we have selected this function.  
3) For every analysis, the model is trained 5 times with the same data set and the best results 
obtained of the 5 trainings will be taken into consideration. For example in the case of the 
iterative input variable selection, when the second variable is selected, we run the model 
five times each with different combinations for the second variable. We compare the best 
fit in each case and select the one with the best fit. MatLab computes two fitness measures, 
namely R and RMSE. We chose RMSE as the fitness measure in each case. This choice 
can be justified by the fact that MatLab uses MSE as the training stopping condition. Lower 
the RMSE, the better the fit. However we display the R value also as appropriate. 
4) Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is chosen for training as it is considered to be the best 





Figure 2. Feed-forward back propagation AAN model using NN toolbox in MatLab [29] 
Training -validation-test Partition 
For optimal training, MatLab automatically partitions input data randomly into three sets – training, 
validation, and test. However as we are using ANN model for variable selection, we wanted to 
make sure the same indices of the random partition be used throughout the experiment. Therefore 
we use random partitioning only for the very first execution of the model. After this execution, we 
retrieve the random indices generated by MatLab function ‘dividerand’. These indices are 
accessible through MatLab variables tr.trainInd, tr.valInd and tr.testInd for training, validation and 
testing indices respectively. Once we obtain these indices, we then set the partitioning function to 
‘divideind’ which require us to set the division parameters net.divideParam.trainInd, 
net.divideParam.valInd and net.divideParam.testInd. These parameters are set to the values of 
indices obtained from the first execution of model. This ensures that the same portioning is 
maintained throughout the experiment.  
The training set is used to compute the gradient and updating the network weights. The validation 
set is used to compute the error during training. Both training error and validation error should 
decrease. If validation error begins to increase it indicates over fitting.  Testing is done after training 
using the test data set. The test set error is used for model comparison. MatLab gives R and RMSE 
statistics for all three cases when training and test are complete. During the training 70% of the data 





The total data available to us are for the four years 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014. As the yield data 
for one year does not have variations, data from several years is necessary to build the model.  We 
used ANN for final input variable selection process. During the selection phase we trained the 
model for all the four years of data i.e. 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. Based on the RMSE values 
generated during the procedure, final set of variables were selected 
Once the final set of input variables are selected, we use the data for the first three years 2011, 
2012, and 2013 for model building. Fourth year data (2014 data) are used as user test case to 
compare against the model fit measures. We did not use data from all four years for the model 
building because then no data will be left for conducting user testing and we will have to solely 
rely on the model fit supplied by MatLab. However, we also have the model with all four years 
data available as a by-product of the variable selection process. That is, when we determine the 
final set of variables, we have trained the model with all four years of data.  
Accuracy Measurements  
MatLab provides two model fit metrics as default. They are R and RMSE. RMSE is the square root 
of average squared difference between the predicted values and the expected values.  If the value 
of RMSE is low then better is the prediction by the model. Zero value means no errors. If xi is a 
predicted value and yi is the actual expected value, and if there are N observations then RMSE is 
calculated as: 







R compares the predicted value to the expected value.  We have not used R in our choices. As 








After performing attribute elimination step as described in the Chapter 3, Methodology, the variable 
used for further experiments are listed in Table 2. Those elements were then classified as per their 
properties into 3 classes i.e. Soil Properties, Weather and Land Characteristics. These classified 
elements were then processed thorough the Stepwise iteration methodology to determine the final 
set of input variables for model training. The crucial observations of this methodology are listed in 
Tables 3-7.  
Table 3 shows the statics on the availability of data we have available for this experiment. During 
the variable selection process we have used ANN to find out RMSE value, based on which the best 
performing variables are selected. (Fertilizer data was not available for the experiments). We 
implemented MatLab program to generate all results. After training we get three RMSE values for 
training, validation and test. We use the test RMSE for all the comparisons. Other measures are for 
information only. 
Table 3. Texas corn yield number of observations 








In this process we used all years’ data i.e. 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. However after the variables 
are selected in each method (i.e. Stepwise iteration and PCA), ANN model will be trained for three 
years of data i.e. 2011, 2012 and 2013 using the selected input variables. Data of year 2014 will 
then be used for testing and prediction. For building (training) the final ANN model, we use 5350 
observations (years 2011, 2012, 2013). This model is then tested using the 2014 data with total 
observation of 1055. In the next section results of variable selection using iterative method is given. 
Results from the best of 5 runs will be chosen in all cases. 
Results from Stepwise Iteration Method 
Table 4 shows results of variable selection from the Soil Properties class and is divided into 5 
sections. First section finds R and RMSE for each variable with respect to Yield. R values are given 
for information only. As mentioned previously, it is not used in variable selection. The different 
sections of Table 4 show the combinations of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 variables respectively of the Soil 
Properties class which has six elements.  
Table 4. Observations of Stepwise iteration on Soil Properties vs Yield. 
Input Variables R RMSE 
Component 0.30 1792.45 
Clay 0.56 1540.24 
Silt 0.57 1516.78 
Sand 0.58 1501.5 
Organic Matter 0.47 1638.35 
CEC7 0.47 1641.82 
 
Sand, Silt 0.60 1488.33 
Sand, Clay 0.53 1542.52 
Sand, Organic Matter 0.58 1449.59 
Sand, CEC7 0.58 1509.68 
Sand, Component 0.57 1487.47 
 
Sand, Organic Matter, 
Component 
0.60 1436.29 
Sand, Organic Matter, Silt 0.63 1422.61 
Sand, Organic Matter, CEC7 0.63 1429.08 




Sand, Organic Matter, Silt, 
CEC7 
0.63 1435.1 
Sand, Organic Matter, Silt, 
Clay 
0.62 1426.95 




Sand, Organic Matter, Silt, 
Clay, CEC7 
0.62 1435.97 
Sand, Organic Matter, Silt, 
Clay, Component 
0.61 1465.17 




The highlighted row shows the most significant variable or combination of variables in a section. 
In Table 4 variable which has lowest RMSE value is selected as the most significant variable(s) in 
that iteration. This variable is then clubbed with the variable which have second lowest RMSE 
value and so on. We have selected RMSE as a deciding factor as our ultimate goal is to minimize 
the error so that we can have the most accurate prediction. 
Table 5 is for the variables belonging to the Weather class. There are only two variables in this 
class. Highlighted combination of variable in Table 5 shows the most influenced variables in this 
class with respect to yield. 
Table 5. Observations of Stepwise iteration on Weather vs Yield. 
Input Variable R RMSE 
Rainfall 0.34 1743.52 
Temperature 0.67 1372.1 
Rainfall, Temperature 0.68 1339.21 
 
Table 6 is for the variables that belongs to Land Characteristics class which has 3 elements. This 
table is again divided into 3 section, based on the number of variables combined. Highlighted 
variable is the most influenced variable of this class 
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Table 6. Observations of Stepwise iteration on Land Characteristics vs Yield 
Input Variable R RMSE 
Water at 100 cm 0.35 1704.38 
Water at 25 cm 0.19 1800.25 
Slope 0.12 1842.42 
 
Water100, Water25 0.28 1726.6 
Water100, Slope 0.27 1771.21 
 
Water at 100 cm, Water at 25 
cm and Slope 
0.28 1748.19 
 
We then choose most influential set of attributes from each category and then combine them 
together to process the next iteration. Table 7 shows this observation: 
Table 7. Observations of clubbed subsets vs Yield. 






{Water at 100 cm} 
0.66 1367.5  
{Rainfall, 
Temperature},{Sand, Silt, 
OM},{Water at 100 cm} 
0.70 1334.8 
 
From Table 7 we say that, variables which contributes most to the corn yield prediction are Rainfall, 
Temperature, percentage Sand in soil, percentage Silt in soil, Organic Matter and Water at 100 cm. 
The Neural Network model was then trained for data set of 2011, 2012 and 2013 for the above six 






Table 8. Result of Neural Network Model after training and testing for 6 variables 
Crop 
Year 
R RMSE Observations 
Training Validation Test Training Validation Test 
2011-
2013 
0.71 0.72 0.70 1347.14 1143.57 1393.04 5350 
2014 - - 0.63 - - 1281.03 1055 
 
Figure 3 shows the Regression plot for Training, Validation, testing and overall for the data of year 
2011 - 2013. Figure 4 shows the regression plot of testing of the data of year 2014. Comparing the 
results of the test of 2014 data to the average yield, we see that the error is 12% (1281/9862). In the 
case of the RMSE for the training of 2011-2013 data, the result is 14% (1393/9610). Based on this 
we make two observations: 
1) We do not have a benchmark to compare and so we cannot say the goodness of the model. 
2) Fertilizer is an important factor for yield. Availability of fertilizer data could have given a 
better error. 
 




Figure 4. Regression plot for the testing of data for year 2014 (Stepwise Iteration) 
 
Input Selection Based on Principal Component Analysis 
First step in this analysis is to normalize the data as described in the methodology section. We 
performed PCA using matlab function princomp(I). This function gives us two results, which are 
eigenvector and eigenvalues. Table 9 and Table 10 shows the eigenvector and eigenvalues for our 
input variables. 
Table 9. Eigenvectors 
variabl





























































































































































































































































































































Table 10. Eigenvalues for Principal Components 














We then compute the variance vector for these eigenvalues using equation (3) in METHEDOLOGY 
section. Table 11 list the variance for the inclusion of each PC. 
Table 11. Variance of PC in dimensions 













From Table 11 we observe that inclusion of up to 9 PCs will contribute to the variance of 
approximately 99%. Therefore, PC1 through PC9 will contribute to the total variance of 
approximately 99%. There using equations (1) and (2) we calculate 9 dimensional data for 
prediction i.e. V1 – V9 corresponding to PC1 – PC9.  
Input Selection Based on Variance 
From principal component analysis we concluded that we will use 9 dimensions for prediction i.e. 
V1 – V9. Table 12 shows the Regression (R) and RMSE for measured to predict yield. Each 
variable is first measured individually, and then combined to another one by one. All these values 
are measured against output variable i.e. “Corn Yield”. 
Table 12. Regression and RMSE for reduced dimensions against Corn Yield 
Variable R RMSE 
V1 0.50 1595.85 
V1, V2 0.62 1454.23 
V1, V2, V3 0.62 1452.87 
V1,V2, V3, V4 0.63 1435.2 
V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 0.64 1416.25 
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V1,V2, V3, V4, V5, V6 0.68 1358.15 
V1,V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, V7 0.68 1349.47 
V1,V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, V7, 
V8 
0.69 1340.49 




From Table 12 we see that by reducing the dimensions we can achieve the maximum R of 0.69 and 
minimum RMSE of 1338.09.  
The Neural Network model was then trained for data set of 2011, 2012 and 2013 with V1 – V9 as 
input. This trained model was then tested for the same 9 variables but for the data set of year 2014. 
Results are given in Table 13. The RMSE for the model and the test are noticeably higher than the 
stepwise iteration method. 
Table 13. Neural Network results for the dimension reduction technique 
Crop 
Year 
R RMSE Observations 
Training Validation Test Training Validation Test 
2011 -
2013 
0.70 0.73 0.70 1357.81 1118.7 1374.61 5350 
2014 - - 0.63 - - 1294.05 1055 
 
Figure 5 shows the Regression plot for training, validation, testing and overall for the data of years 




Figure 5. Regression plot for model building for the data-set of 2011 – 2013 (Dimension 
reduction) 
 
Figure 6. Regression plot for the testing of data for year 2014 (Dimension Reduction) 
Neural Network Analysis Based on First Principal Component  
First PC corresponds to the highest eigenvalue that explains the highest variance in data.  In this 
section we propose an approach to input variable selection for ANN training based only on the first 
PC. Each variable can be associated to a component of the first PC. We propose to use the 
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magnitude of the first eigenvector components for variable selection. Our intuition is that the higher 
the absolute value of a component corresponding to variable in PC-1, higher is the significance of 
that variable. However, we are unable find mathematical justification. So we follow an empirical 
approach, i.e. compare against other methods previously used. In this method we test if we select 
variables in the order of decreasing magnitude of the components of the first PC one at a time 
combining it with the one in the next higher order till what level we can achieve the accuracy in 
prediction. Our objective is to determine if it can be used as a feasible technique for the selection 
of input variables for prediction. If it is feasible, then it will save on computation time as opposed 
to the iterative process. Table 14 shows the order of significance for all the input variables. 
Table 14. Order of significance of input variables as per PCA 






Water at 25 cm 0.107986892 
Silt 0.098921569 
Component 0.087474999 




From Table 14, ‘CEC7’ is the most significant variable and ‘Slope’ is the least significant variable. 
We then find out the relation between these variables with the output variable as per this order and 
grouping these variables as per the order in the table. If the addition of a variable doesn’t make 
much difference in the model fit from the previous group we simply ignore that variable and move 
on to other variable in the order. For example, in Table 15 row 8, RMSE increases from the previous 
combination. So, we ignore ‘Component’ form the selection and it is not used as an input variable. 




Table 15. Relation between input variables and Corn Yield. 
Variable R RMSE 
CEC7 0.50 1607.72 
CEC7, Clay 0.55 1537.13 
CEC7, Clay, Sand 0.58 1441.42 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM 0.63 1419.78 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall 0.65 1402.14 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm 0.66 1396.2 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, Silt 0.67 1385.53 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, Silt, Component 0.65 1424.13 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, Silt, Water at 100 cm 0.65 1439.4 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, Silt, Temperature 0.70 1320.77 
CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, Silt, Temperature, Slope 0.68 1352.92 
 
Comparing the results from Table 7 and Table 15, we find that in Stepwise iteration we get the best 
results as R and RMSE of 0.70 and 1334.80, respectively. However as per Table 15, selection of 
different set of variables based on First PC, gives a better result than what we obtained in Stepwise 
iteration method i.e. R and RMSE of 0.70 and 1320.77, respectively. The R and RMSE for the 
variance based input selection are 0.69 and 1338.09 respectively. Thus, for our data-set, reducing 
dimensions using variance wasn’t helpful in getting better results. However the input variables 
selected using the magnitude of the components of the first PC was helpful in finding a better set 
of input variables which gave us better results than Stepwise iteration.  
As stated earlier, we used this method to test our proposal empirically. Our analysis supports our 
proposal to uses the components of the first PC for input selection. Although this method has shown 
good results compare to stepwise iterative process in terms of RMSE, further confirmation via 
testing is required for validation. 
The Neural Network model was then trained for data set of 2011, 2012 and 2013 for the above 
eight variables (as in the case of stepwise iteration). This trained model was then tested for the same 
eight variables but for the data set of year 2014. Results are shown in Table 16. We observe that 
the percentage errors for training and testing are 14% (1372/9610) and 12% (1206/9862) compared 
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to actual average yield for the corresponding periods. This is comparable to the stepwise iteration 
approach. 
Table 16. Result of Neural Network Model, First PC based input selection. 
Crop 
Year 
R RMSE Observations 
Training Validation Test Training Validation Test 
2011 -
2013 
0.71 0.74 0.71 1342.4 1139.66 1372.57 5350 
2014 - - 0.63 - - 1206.59 1055 
 
Figure 7 shows the Regression plot for Training, Validation, testing and overall for the data of year 
2011 - 2013. Figure 8 shows the regression plot of testing of the data of year 2014. 
 
 




Figure 8. Regression plot for the testing of data for year 2014 (PCA) 
 
Farmer’s Approach for Prediction 
In this section we use the simple average yield as a baseline to compare against the predicted output 
from the ANN. We call this Farmer’s approach. We define the Farmer’s prediction as the average 
of the yield for the previous years. There are in total 57 common subfields across all the years. The 
data used for this analysis is the data for these 57 fields. As per Farmer’s approach the estimate for 
coming year is calculated by simply taking the average of previous year for every subfield. We 
have data for years 2011 – 2014. To estimate yield of 2014 by farmer’s approach we use below 
formula for each subfield. 
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠 =
Yield in 2011 +  Yield in 2012 +  Yield in 2013
3
 
We then trained the ANN model with the input variables selected by the First PC approach as it 
gave good results.  The variables selected are CEC7, Clay, Sand, OM, Rainfall, Water at 25 cm, 
Silt, and Temperature. For training we use data from year 2011, 2012 and 2013 for the 57 subfields 
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mentioned earlier. 2014 data is used for testing. Table 17 compares the estimates of farmer’s 
approach with predictions made by ANN after training. 
Table 17. Comparison of Farmer’s estimate and ANN prediction. 
Subfiel
d 
Yield for years 
Farmers Method 
for 2014 
ANN Method for 
2014 











5 8031.12 2217.21 
Field 2 
3738.1




8 8341.33 2576.87 
Field 3 
3253.6
7 7325.67 9122.42 9024.08 6567.25 
2456.8
3 8148.55 875.53 
Field 4 
3297.3




2 8375.63 2290.16 
Field 5 
2987.9




6 12187.93 1724.51 
Field 6 
2824.6
8 9528.84 7510.31 9303.53 6621.28 
2682.2
5 7952.31 1351.22 
Field 7 
4007.6
8 8073.95 8058.91 9102.64 6713.51 
2389.1
3 9491.36 388.72 
Field 8 
3669.6
0 7175.36 9551.34 8393.25 6798.77 
1594.4
8 8601.66 208.41 
Field 9 
3174.5
2 6257.72 8446.87 8776.18 5959.70 
2816.4




5 6080.12 7010.83 7263.44 5189.70 
2073.7




8 8363.63 9314.32 9145.81 7120.91 
2024.9










9 7036.81 8749.59 8253.45 6374.30 
1879.1




5 8357.22 8095.99 8706.86 6749.05 
1957.8




8 8097.85 9241.15 8450.28 7109.76 
1340.5




























0 9010.74 9142.55 9266.35 7427.20 
1839.1


































































































































1 4198.66 8269.84 9953.87 4736.60 
5217.2




3 8088.69 7915.81 8836.54 6740.18 
2096.3














































0 8453.11 9433.49 9301.74 7888.70 
1413.0








9 7959.00 8826.30 8631.01 7160.70 
1470.3






9 6880.07 7239.45 8755.24 6617.80 
2137.4












2 6538.75 4992.59 7603.01 4901.22 
2701.7












1 8019.96 7388.91 8794.20 6816.69 
1977.5




































































From Table 17 we can see that the subfields highlighted are the ones for which Farmer’s approach 
is better than ANN approach. In total there are 17 such subfields. So out of 57 sub fields we have 
got better results from ANN for 40 fields. Thus 70% (40/57) of the time we achieve better results 








This paper describes three approaches of the input variable selection for the prediction of corn yield 
using Artificial Neural Network. The first methodology uses the Stepwise iteration method which 
uses ANN to incrementally add to the input variable collection starting with one until all 
combinations are tested. The second and third methodology use Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), which is used to reduce the dimensionality of data-sets. The second method uses variance 
of variables for input variable selection. The third method uses the magnitude of the components 
of the first principal component for final variable selections. The results are summarized in Table 
18. 
Table 18. Summary of three methods 
Method RMSE for model training 
Data of 2011 - 2013  
RMSE for model test Data 
of 2014 
Stepwise Iteration 1393.04 1281.03 
Selection based on variance 1374.61 1294.05 




RMSE for all the three models are close, however out of all three, selection based on first principal 
component techniques performs better in prediction than other techniques. 
We analyzed corn yield data from the state of Texas. Fertilizer data was not used in the analysis. 
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If fertilizer data is not available, from the results we obtained, we can conclude that the 8 variables 
which together give the best corn yield prediction in the state of Texas are: 
i. Rainfall 
ii. Temperature 
iii. Percentage of Sand in soil 
iv. Percentage of Organic Matter in soil 
v. Percentage of Clay in soil 
vi. Percentage of CEC7 in soil 
vii. Ground Water level up to 25 cm 
viii. Percentage of Silt in soil. 
Future Scope 
The highest Regression value achieved for R is 0.63 and lowest RMSE is 1206.59. We expect these 
numbers to improve if more information is available in the data-set. For example, one of the most 
influential factor of crop growth is the use of fertilizer. However our data-set lacks this information. 
Having this information could lead us to more accurate result. Also we have trained this model for 
data of 2011 – 2013 and testing it for the data of 2014. However, prediction may go wrong if there 
is a significant change in the weather conditions. This problem can be further addressed using 
domain adaptation technique [30]. This can be used to further enhance the prediction capability of 
the model. Also, further empirical or mathematical validation of the significant variable selection 
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